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[Instruction: Answer any five questions. All parts of a question must be answered sequentially.J
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b)

In case of an agricultural product (Q), graphically show that a rightward shift in the demand schedule
(Do to Ox) induces a larger increase in price when the supply curve is perfectly inelastic (So) than when
it is more elastic (S 1).
Suppose, government provided subsidy to the wheat producers in 2018 for which there was a bum oer
production of during the harvest season. If the demand for wheat remained unchanged, show the effect
or such subsidy in wheat market.
Stock of an agricultural product declines gradually allover the year, increases during the harvest season.
Based on this proposition, show the seasonal pattern of an agricultural product stock. e.g. rice.
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c)

Is buffer stock economically justified? Explain with necessary graphical illustration.
Every year there is a demand-supply mismatch in the cattle market before Eidul Adha ill Bangladesh
that follows Cobweb Model. Demonstrate the price effects in cattle market if it follows -

i) Damped Oscillation
ii) Neutral Oscillation
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Define food security. Explain the major components of food security. 05
Do you think, sharecropping is economically efficient? Explain your position according to the Tenant OS
Model.

Define the food and agricultural policy instruments applied by the government at market level. 03
Suppose, government of Bangladesh imposed a 10% unit iariff on Basruati rice imported from 3.5
r v1~i;]1l,;~nr.Sl.ow the effect of such irnpo: t tari If on the consumers, producers as well as government J s
there any deadweight loss?
Present an economic analysis of food subsidy Lothe consumers by the government. 3.5

Exemplify the sources of demand for credit in agricultural sector. OJ
Wil II a I,. pathetical example, show that there is a difference between the choice of bon .•)\Vcr~' znd 04
lenders if there is risk in the loan.
Suppose, a bank wants to invest in an urban project that gives 10% return annually without failure. 03
However, if the bank invests the same amount in an agricultural project, there is 90% probability of
gelling the fund back. How much interest rate the bank must charge in rural credit market according to
J ('fld~'r'~ Risk Hypothesis? Interpret your estimated result as well.

(j. a) Describe the relationship between income and leisure of an agricultural household with the help or 03
indifference curve analysis.

b) Illustrate how a typical agricultural household distribute his total time between labour and leis rre 0]
without access to labour market.

c) In some conditions, agricultural household hires labour from the labour market. SItO\\' the equilibri Jill 0<1
of :;1!(.11 hiring labour using both total and marginal analysis.

107. Write short notes on the followings.
a) F, plosive Osciliation
b) Landlord Model
c) Informal Lenders Vs Formal Lender


